13.5 Independent Study Form

AUTHORIZATION FOR INDEPENDENT STUDY
SPEECH & HEARING 5193 or 7193

Graduate and Undergraduate students must submit a copy of this form to the Chairman’s Office for approval prior to registration for Speech & Hearing 5193 or 7193. Complete all items below. Three signatures are required for approval as indicated below. The student should retain a copy of this completed form.

________________________________________________________________________

Student Name     Term and Year     Program

Choose one:

☐  5193 (Individual Studies for undergraduate or graduate students)

☐  7193 (Directed Doctoral Studies, for AuD or PhD students only)

Reason for Independent Study rather than scheduled course:
________________________________________________________________________

Through what tangible product will student’s learning be demonstrated? (e.g. – paper, video, tape, report, etc.)
________________________________________________________________________

Grade will be assigned on the basis of the following criteria:
________________________________________________________________________

Description of course of study:
________________________________________________________________________

Number of credits: ________  Expected date of completion: _______________________

________________________________________________________________________

Student’s Signature     Advisor Signature

Instructor (faculty member)     Chair, Department of Speech & Hearing Science
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